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Reticence/withdrawal/what to we keep for ourselves? What keeps us confined?  

Disguising her intelligence was unacceptable to Elizabeth. Compromising her ambitions to meet family 
obligation , however, could seem a worthy sacrifice " Page 11  

de stael's de aellemagne  

Her choice to appear to the world as an intellectual above all else and to remove herself from the influence 
of socially powerful women whose "unaffected " elegance belied inner malice.116  

In Elizabeth's view women's more circumscribed role in society actually free her to study for deeper more 
personal reasons: for the "pleasure .. derived from the feeling of energy that arises in the mind .." pg 129 

? What is the trajectory from women limited, constrained, turning to interior pleasure>to romantic men 
rejecting success for personal integrity i.e. Thoreau >to modernist heroic artist> to do what you love to 
goop wellness.  

Integrity personal  

Pay attention to the sacrifice. who is sacrificing for what  

A code that required women to serve rather than to seek distinction pg 164  

Elizabeth Peabody  

How to use power, when. As in the course of providence it may be, I gain it myself Pg 170 

CE Emerson 

Possessing creative genius "dangerously narrows the career of a woman" 

"Women in our society who finds her safety and happiness in exclusions and privacies" pg 211 

Playing the role of facilitator freed Elizabeth pg 317 

In an effort to avoid becoming old maidish inflexible and hard she had too frequently sacrificed her own 
interests to others. She planned to sit down and think where I ought to have drawn the line. Pg 322 

It is better to be called selfish and old maidish than to lose owns  soul Pg367  

CR Maggie Nelson Bluets  

“one image of the intellectual a man who looses his eyesight not out of shame (oedipus) but in order to 
think more clearly ... I cannot conceive  of a version of female intelligence that would advocate such a 
thing "   pg 50  

?reticence is not blinding oneself to the senses – but taking in without performing out ?  


